A common approach to mitigating the effects of high fixed costs is to increase production activities to "spread" those costs. This strategy is often useful to businesses that are dependent on large amounts of machinery and facilities to add value to raw materials and whose actions to increase production do not limit the supply of those raw materials—that is, they are able to take advantage of slack capacity. However, it is often inappropriate when talking about businesses with a natural resource base of limited carrying capacity, such as grazing operations that depend on biological conversion of forage resources for their income. When animal numbers are so high that the marginal return doesn't cover marginal costs, you can find yourself in a hole that you have dug for yourself. And the first law of holes is this: When you find yourself in one, stop digging.

With a fixed land area, the ability to increase stocking rate profitably is limited by the biological relationship between forage availability and interanimal competition for forage of sufficient quality, and when stocking rate is wrong, applying all the other grazing management tools only forestalls the inevitable. The following discussion is a variation of the explanation that Hart provided in 1978. We use information from both Jones and Sandland and Hart, though with a slightly different approach, and encourage those wanting to explore the idea in more depth to consult both of these sources. Our approach mathematically analyzes the biological and financial relationships determining the most profitable stocking rate (animal demand per unit of land for a specified period of time), but differs from that of Hart in that it first uses information from Jones and Sandland to show how to determine the stocking rate at which productivity is maximized and then calculates an adjustment factor based on the ratio of variable costs to the value of production for a given piece of property, which we believe simplifies and clarifies the subject for the reader.

In the context of the analytic results, we discuss how the optimum economic stocking rate changes with different environmental and financial conditions, and why overcapitalization, (high fixed costs or overheads) on a limited land base must be dealt with as a problem that is independent of the stocking rate decision. We then provide a quantitative example similar to a small stocker operation on semiarid rangeland to illustrate how changing environmental and economic conditions change the stocking rate at which returns are maximized. We clearly show how fixed costs have no bearing on that stocking rate, but will affect the amount of profit. Our example should also help resource managers evaluate their own situation to identify the range in stocking rates that may be optimal in their own circumstances.
In order to better understand these relationships, we explain and illustrate terms, beginning with the most basic and increasing in complexity, so that the concepts and principles can be understood by everyone, whatever their background in biology or economics. We provide a quick reference for definitions and symbols in Box 1 to facilitate understanding of these symbols in the formulas and text. We also provide a sidebar (Box 2) that details the mathematical representation of the relationships that generate the principal results that we discuss. Calculus is used to determine how livestock performance, stocking rate, fixed or overhead costs, variable costs, and commodity prices each affect profit. Most of the mathematical manipulations are simple algebra and can be easily understood by the layman. We encourage the reader to follow the referenced equation sidebar when reading the narrative to enhance their understanding of the key relationships. The accompanying explanation and graphical depictions should make the logic clear to those with limited experience with algebra and calculus. The general concepts should be clear simply from the discussion of the resultant figures, but the formulas and derivations are provided to show the precise quantitative relationships that would otherwise not be clearly depicted.

Other articles in this issue of *Rangelands* discuss the dynamic nature of optimum stocking rate and its connection to other key components of management in ever-changing environments. Many of the relationships and managerial tools described in detail there can be qualitatively translated into the simple parameters utilized here. Following the development of the economic model we show how this tool can be used in the context of these related articles to help managers conceptualize the ultimate impact on optimal stocking rates for a wide range of practical applications.

The explanation we provide here allows a producer familiar with a tract of rangeland to use market information to establish an initial stocking rate that maximizes profitability and provides insights into opportunities for risk management for normal ranges of variability. The discussion that follows formalizes how these general concepts translate a given forage resource and management approach in terms of dollars—a response in which those managing range resources in a market-driven economy should all be interested.

**The Relationship Between Stocking Rate and Productivity**

The path to determine the optimal economic stocking rate begins with understanding the biological response under different stocking rates. At low stocking rates, there is little competition between animals; increasing animal numbers doesn’t affect individual productivity. But at some point, additional animals will affect the performance of other animals in the pasture and the average performance across all animals begins to decline. The decline in performance after this threshold has been found to be linear over the range of stocking rates commonly seen in commercial operations.3

Animal performance under these circumstances is represented by the dashed curve \( P_{i} \) in Figure 1, which depicts the average animal production as a function of the stocking rate in a specific environment and management regimen. Note that for low stocking rates (less than \( i \)) the average productivity per animal is constant. For higher stocking rates the average production per head declines at a constant rate \( \beta \) as additional animals are added to the pasture. This relationship is expressed in Equation 1 in the algebraic logic sidebar (Box 2). If average animal per-
formance declines in the fashion described, the stocking rate at which average animal performance will be driven to zero is determined as a function of model parameters (Equation 2).

Given that average animal performance responds to stocking rate as described above, the total production for a given tract of grazing land under a specific stocking rate can be determined. The solid, parabolic curve ($P_A$) in Figure 1 represents total animal production per unit of land area, which is simply the product of the average animal productivity times the stocking rate (Equation 3).

As depicted in Figure 1, for stocking rates less than $i$, total animal production per acre of land increases at a constant rate (or linearly) as stocking rate increases. Increasing the number of animals for any stocking rate below $i$ does not affect individual performance because enough high-quality forage is available for all animals to select a diet that allows them to produce at their potential for the environment. Above the “tipping” stocking rate threshold of $i$, however, average animal production begins to decline. At first, the gain from adding an additional stocked animal more than offsets the decline in the herd average so the total production per acre continues to increase. As stocking rate continues to increase, at some point the increased production contributed by another animal will be less than the total loss in performance for all animals as a result of that animal’s competition for resources, thereby decreasing total production for the area being managed (the peak of solid production curve [$P_A$], Fig. 1).

Armed with this information alone, we can identify a range of stocking rates that make economic sense even with-
out any price or cost information. First, there is no incentive to stock at a rate lower than \( i \). If the gain per animal unit without a crowding effect is desirable at any stocking rate less than \( i \), then adding additional animals that would gain the same amount would be more desirable. Adding additional animals past the point \( i \) adds a positive, but decreasing increment to total productivity up to the point where \( P_A \) is maximized. Increasing stocking rate beyond this point is counterproductive as the manager will clearly generate less total productivity as more animals are stocked. Therefore, the optimum stocking rate will always be somewhere between these two levels (shaded area in Fig. 1).

Looking only at the graph, it is difficult to precisely determine at exactly what stocking rate total production is maximized. Using calculus to determine the first derivative of the total animal production per acre with respect to stocking rate we are able to specify an equation that describes how much \( P_A \) changes as we change \( N \) for any given stocking rate (Equation 5). This equation can be interpreted as the “marginal productivity of stocking rate.” Using this relationship, we can identify the stocking rate where total productivity is maximized (i.e., where marginal productivity is zero) by solving for the \( N \) that satisfies this (Equation 5).

The result of our manipulation of the algebraic model yields an explicit relationship that demonstrates that if average animal performance declines linearly in stocking rate as outlined above, the stocking rate at which total animal production per acre is maximized (Equation 5) will be halfway between a stocking rate of zero and that at which average animal production (gain) is driven to zero (Equation 2). This can also be seen in the graph of total animal production in Figure 1 where the peak of the curve appears at that midpoint. Given that fact, to determine the stocking rate at which total production is maximized, all that is needed is the individual performance at a given stocking rate and the incremental change in average animal performance with an incremental change in stocking rate (i.e., the slope of the line). With those two values, the stocking rate at which gain would be driven to zero can be calculated. A stocking rate of one-half of that rate would be the point of maximum production for the area.

**Economic Relationships**

Generally, managers should be more concerned with profits than production (though the two are clearly related). And in a market-driven system, nothing comes free. By definition, the profit for a given enterprise is simply the difference between total revenue and total costs. In circumstances in which the value per unit of production is constant, revenue is given simply as the product of the value per unit of production and the total amount of production. We established earlier that total animal production for a given land area was driven by stocking rate and that only stocking rates above the crowding threshold would be relevant (Equation 3b), so we can use those facts to determine the relationship between stocking rate and total revenue per acre of land (Equation 6). As seen in Figure 2, the graph of this relationship takes the same shape as did that of the total animal production relationship in Figure 1.

Costs can be characterized as either overhead (fixed costs) or variable costs. Overhead costs are those that do not change significantly over wide ranges in production, and are generally associated with fixed resources of production that, depending on circumstances, can include land, equipment, capital improvements, and sometimes labor. Variable costs change with each incremental increase in units of production activity and may include factors such as feed, marketing expenses, interest on operating capital, etc. When considering the decision of selecting the stocking rate for a given grazing enterprise, total costs can be expressed as the sum of those costs that vary directly with the number of animals (aka, “carrying costs”) and the overhead costs. Equation 7 represents this relationship and it is apparent graphically in Figure 2 as the stacking of the variable cost “wedge” on top of the overhead costs, which do not change with the stocking rate. Now the profit associated with any given stocking rate can be seen as the vertical distance between the revenue curve (\( R \)) and the total cost curve (\( C \)), being at its maximum where labeled on the graph. Where revenue lies above the total cost curve, profits per acre of grazing land are positive; for stocking rates where total cost lies above revenue, profits are negative.

Up to this point the algebra has not been necessary to support the arguments provided (in fact, the logical arguments have been provided primarily to justify the mathematical representations). Now, however, we exploit the mathematical model to demonstrate what simple intuition alone would not reveal. With the explicit relationships for revenue and costs detailed, simply taking their difference yields the equa-
tion that expresses the profit per acre of land as a function of stocking rate (Equation 8). Employing calculus, we can find how profit changes with stocking rate (i.e., the “marginal profit” for any given stocking rate) which is given by Equation 9. To find the stocking rate that will maximize profit to a given tract of land, we find the point at which profit does not change as the last animal is added or removed. Solving for the stocking rate that maximizes profits yields the principal result of the model that allows us to evaluate the factors that will determine the optimal stocking rate for the circumstances described (Equation 10).

Close inspection of Equation 10 reveals that the optimal economic stocking rate depends only on the value per unit of animal production (V), variable cost per animal (c), and the animal response parameters (m, b, and i). Note that overhead has dropped out of the equation. Regardless of how much money is invested in land, long-term labor, or equipment, or how those resources are financed (all overhead costs), the most desired stocking rate is unaffected. Certainly those costs affect the profitability of the enterprise (see Equation 8), but if they are too high for the operation to be profitable when the value of total production minus total variable costs (total gross margin) is maximized, increasing stocking rate further would decrease, rather than increase, profit because a lower gross margin leaves less to be applied to fixed overhead costs (Fig. 2).

Another advantage of the algebraic expression in Equation 10 is that the first term is identical to Equation 5, which identified the stocking rate that maximizes total animal production. Because none of the parameters in the second term (c, V, b) can take negative values, the second term must itself be nonnegative. Hence, the profit-maximizing stocking rate will never exceed the stocking rate that maximizes total animal production—a common result in production economics.

Typical for a wide range of agricultural production problems, the relative prices paid for variable inputs and received for outputs influences the optimal input level (stocking rate) as the variable costs and value of production are weighed against each other in the last term. An increase in the value per unit of production and/or a decrease in variable costs will increase the level of the optimal stocking rate, approaching the rate that maximizes animal production per acre as the second term approaches zero. Conversely, as variable costs increase and/or value of production decreases, the optimal stocking rate is reduced. The rationale for this result is that if a producer faces an increase in variable costs per animal, it will require a decreased stocking rate to improve per-animal performance to recover those higher costs. If both variable costs and value of production change in the same direction, the net effect will be driven by the component with the greatest proportionate change. If both factors shift by the same proportion, optimal stocking rate does not change.

All three of the biological parameters (m, i, b) also play into the determination of optimal stocking rate. As one would expect, and the mathematical analysis bears out, optimal stocking rate is directly related to m and i, increasing as either increases, but is inversely related to b. Even though this model is based on a very simple representation of the plant–animal interaction, many different circumstances can be compared if the key differences can be described in terms of m, i, and b. This could include, for instance, a shift in climate, plant community changes, or selecting different species, classes, or genetic lines of livestock. It is likely to be difficult to accurately quantify the parameter values, but qualitative changes (increases, decreases, or stability) should be discernible.

Authors of articles that appear in this issue of Rangelands discuss how management adapts to changes in realities that could be represented in terms of m, b, and i. For instance, by improving distribution of livestock so that they access a greater proportion of the herbage on the landscape on temporal scales that allow them to mix relatively higher-quality forages with lower-quality ones (see Norton et al. and Barnes and Howell, this issue) a manager is essentially striving to increase m and i, which would increase the optimum stocking rate. By manipulating the variety of plants available and the rate of disappearance of the higher-quality components, we encourage them to learn how to use new combinations of foods (see Peterson et al., this issue), which can maintain performance with higher numbers of animals (decrease b). Adjusting stocking rate based on forage quantity and quality available when the forage resource has been compromised (see Ortega et al. and Grissom and Steffens, this issue) favorably influences nutrient intake (increases m and i, decreases b) and allows plant communities to recover, thereby improving potential future productivity. Finally, by providing for moderate average use during a grazing period (see Ortega et al. and Grissom and Steffens, Norton et al., Steffens et al., and Peterson et al., this issue) the proportion and productivity of previously overused high quality plants in preferred areas, and possibly the quality and water use efficiency of soils (see discussion in Norton et al., this issue) can be improved in such a way as to increase the maximum sustainable productivity and availability of higher-quality plants on the landscape. All of these can be reflected through improvements in m, b, and i.

A Practical Example

The previous discussion describes the generalized bio-economic relationships for the simplified class of circumstances described. The following is a specific example in an environment similar to that described by Hart1 that is representative of a small yearling beef cattle operation on semiarid rangeland. In terms of the six parameters for our mathematical model, the base scenario is this:

- Maximum seasonal individual gain (m) of 360 pounds until stocked at 0.0625 animals per acre (i)
- Each additional animal per acre lowers average individual seasonal performance by 960 pounds for each animal on
| Table 1. Summary of stocking rate choices to maximize production and maximize profit over a range of related scenarios |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Changing parameter values by one-third of original value | Base scenario* | 1) Increase crowding penalty (b)$^\dagger$ | 2) Increase overhead (O)$^\ddagger$ | 3) Increase variable cost (c)$^§$ | 4) Increase value of production (V)$^||$ | 5) Increase variable costs (c) and value of production (V)$^¶$ |
| Maximum production | | | | | | |
| Stocking rate (head per acre) | 0.219 | 0.172 | 0.219 | 0.219 | 0.219 | 0.219 |
| Total gain (pounds per acre) | 45.9 | 37.8 | 45.9 | 45.9 | 45.9 | 45.9 |
| Gross margin ($ per acre) | 12.58 | 11.17 | 12.58 | 5.29 | 24.06 | 16.77 |
| Profit ($ per acre) | 1.64 | 0.23 | −2.01 | −5.65 | 13.13 | 5.83 |
| Maximum profit | | | | | | |
| Stocking rate (head per acre) | 0.149 | 0.120 | 0.149 | 0.126 | 0.167 | 0.149 |
| Total gain (pounds per acre) | 41.3 | 34.3 | 41.3 | 37.7 | 43.3 | 41.3 |
| Gross margin ($ per acre) | 16.05 | 13.78 | 16.05 | 11.46 | 26.67 | 21.40 |
| Profit ($ per acre) | 5.11 | 2.84 | 1.47 | 0.52 | 15.73 | 10.46 |

*Value of production (V) = $0.75 per pound, variable cost (c) = $100 per head, overhead (O) = $10,937.5 per acre, maximum animal seasonal gain (m) = 360 pounds, stocking rate threshold where gains begin to decline (i) = 0.0625 head per acre, stocking rate penalty (b) = 960 pounds per head per extra head per acre.

†Same as base scenario except stocking rate penalty (b) = 960 pounds per head per extra head per acre.

‡Same as base scenario except overhead (O) = $14.58 per acre.

§Same as base scenario except variable cost (c) = $133.33 per head.

||Same as base Scenario except value of production (V) = $1.00 per pound.

¶Same as base scenario except value of production (V) = $1.00 per pound and variable cost (c) = $133.33 per head.
the management unit \( b \) [equivalently: one additional animal per 160 acres will result in a 6 pound reduction in seasonal per-animal performance]

- Value of gain \( (V) = $0.75 \) per pound
- Variable costs \( (c) = $100 \) per head
- Fixed costs \( (O) = $10.94 \) per acre for the grazing season

Table 1 summarizes the outcomes associated with this base scenario and for five selected alternatives. For the base scenario, or Scenario 1, the maximum production possible would be 45.9 pounds per acre when stocking 0.219 animals/acre. This generates a return above variable costs of $12.58/acre and a return above total costs of $1.64/acre. By reducing the stocking rate by roughly a third to 0.149 animals/acre, total gain is reduced to 41.3 pounds per acre, but both returns above variable cost and total profit are increased by $3.47/acre to maximums of $16.05 and $5.11, respectively. Reducing stocking rate reduces variable costs by a third while sacrificing only about 10% of revenue.

When the crowding penalty is increased by one-third (i.e., the \( b \) parameter is increased to 8 so that the slope of the \( P_u \) curve is steeper) as might occur during drought, the total animal production will be lower for all stocking rates. The maximum total gain now occurs at 0.172 head per acre yielding 37.8 pounds per acre of gain. The profit-maximizing stocking rate falls proportionately less to 0.120 head per acre with profits falling to $2.84/acre. In landscapes where high-quality forage is relatively rare and the difference in quality among plants is relatively high, curves implied in this case will be the norm.

As the productivity of the range shifts, one would expect different results as demonstrated above. Similar qualitative results could be generated for combined changes in the three productivity parameters \( (b, i, \) and \( m) \). Changes in the cost and returns structure will also affect the profitability of the grazing enterprise, though in different ways. The remaining scenarios (Scenarios 2–5) address these adjustments. Across these scenarios the maximum production and the associated stocking rate are not different from the base scenario, but the associated net returns do vary (Table 1). Discussion will focus on changes in the optimal grazing strategy in the face of these adjustments.

In Scenario 2, overhead increases by a third, from $10.94 per acre to $14.58 per acre. This has no effect on the stocking decision, yielding the same optimal stocking rate, total gain per acre, and gross margin per acre as the base scenario. It does reduce the profit by exactly the $3.64 increase in total costs. In fact, any change in overhead or fixed costs will not affect the most profitable stocking rate, though they will affect the fact and the magnitude of that profit. Referring to Figure 2, the shapes of the revenue curve and the total cost curve do not change as overhead changes, only the vertical distance between them. The stocking rate with the greatest positive return is the same, regardless of the level of overhead. In the long run, a producer who faces fixed costs that are in excess of the maximum gross margin attainable will be forced to find ways to reduce the fixed costs, exit, or subsidize the enterprise.

When variable costs increase by one-third (Scenario 3), the most profitable stocking rate and the maximum profit decrease to 0.126 head per acre and $0.52 per acre, respectively. When the value of production increases by a similar proportional amount (Scenario 4), the most profitable stocking rate and the maximum profit decrease to 0.167 head per acre and $15.73 per acre, respectively. When both variable costs and value of production increase by one-third (Scenario 5), the most profitable stocking rate remains constant, but profit ($10.46 per acre) is higher than in the base scenario. Once again, these results demonstrate that the optimal stocking rate is driven by the ratio of variable costs to value of production.

Conclusions

An incomplete understanding of the biological and economic relationships regarding stocking rate, range and animal productivity, and cost structure can result in incorrect stocking rate decisions that cause financial losses and resource degradation. The simple model we present here provides insight into the interrelationship of these variables and their influence on optimal stocking rate.

The principal result of the model is that optimal stocking rate will be bounded by the stocking rates that generate the maximum average animal performance and the maximum production per unit land area. As long as there are variable costs in stocking animals, optimal stocking rate will be lower than that which maximizes production to the land unit. Overhead costs, while affecting total profit, do not influence optimal stocking rate.

All models are abstractions from reality and ignore elements that may be important. The two most notable limitations of this simple model are that it does not account for ecological outcomes (the only objective was profit from salable animal production) nor does it account for the long-run dynamics where stocking rate decisions today can influence future productivity of the rangeland resource. In settings where these elements are important, outcomes of the simple model must be qualified. Where grazing intensity negatively influences either desired ecological outcomes or future productivity, optimal stocking rates will be less than the simple model suggests. In many cases, an understanding of the “unaccounted” consequences facilitates the development of models that explicitly account for these added dimensions, which are useful to answer the next round of questions regarding the broader context.

Clearly there are many factors that should determine stocking rate decisions and a six-parameter, single-period model will not provide prescriptive solutions to these complex problems. However, while fully recognizing these limitations, the power of this model lies in its simplicity. The qualitative results are generalizable for a wide range of circumstances and provide the land manager a conceptual framework to account...
for the interactions and tradeoffs between relevant economic and biological realities.
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